A Brief History of
Imported Beer
Analyst Robert Weinberg has been watching
imports, and sees some changes coming.
By Peter V.K. Reid
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mported beer sales have settled
down of late. Although the segment continues to grow, the heady
period of the late '90s-early '00s
has subsided. But with the segment now holding 11.5% of the
market, its future fortunes take on
a crucial aspect. For the moment there has been
a slowdown, and the question is whether this is
a lull, or an impact with the segment's ceiling.
"There has been a sharp decline in the
growth rate," observes Robert S. Weinberg,
principal of The Office of R.S. Weinberg, St.
Louis, MO. "Imports may continue to grow for
a time, but at a modest rate. I think the best of
import performance is behind them."
Mr. Weinberg's comments are useful
because they rest on the framework of the
best private database in the beer industry, and
he has tracked import statistics all the way
back to Repeal.
The history of beer imports features ebbs
and flows that might help chart the path
ahead, starting in 1933, as beer drinking
became legal in the U.S. once again. That
year, only 7,000 barrels of imported beer
entered the country. By 1934, imports had
more than doubled, and by 1937 imports
reached 68,000 barrels. Imports remained at
that level until 1940, when the onset of war in
Europe halved import barrelage. By 1942,
import barrelage had recovered, and during
World War II, imported beer enjoyed its first
boomlet. Beer was a non-essential item, and
much domestic production went overseas anyway. So Mexican and Canadian brewers filled
the gap. By 1946, beer imports stood at
385,000 barrels.
That's when American brewers revived their
hold on their own beer market, and pushed
imports back down to 109,000 barrels by 1947.
The year 1947 may seem unremarkable,
but for Robert Weinberg it is a very useful
benchmark. By 1947, the economic aberrations
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caused by World War II had largely subsided,
and one can begin to make judgements without
variables like merchant tonnage sunk by Uboats, and percentage of the civilian population
in uniform.
For imported beer, though, the later 1940s
still presented challenges. It took years for
European breweries to revive production levels
for export. Indeed, imports kept dropping for
through the late 1940s, and the segment didn't
begin its long climb back until 1950.
Since 1950, beer imports have steadily
climbed upward, except for a couple of downward hiccups, once in the mid-1960s, and
again the late 1980s-early 1990s. Since 1991,
imports have increased to the tune of a million
plus barrels every year. That torrid growth
finally decelerated in 2003, when the segment
added less than 500,000 barrels.
"If you look at imports from 1947 to date,"
Weinberg says, "you see one period of growth
that went from 1949-1972. You can apply a

nice, smooth s-shaped curve. Imports accelerate
quite briskly between 1972-1980, and keep on
growing until 1987. Then barrels decline from
'87-'91. That's followed by a third wave of
growth, beginning in 1991, growing vigorously
to 2000, then slowing down, flattening out
since then."
During the period 1988-1991, the import
segment had what Mr. Weinberg calls "an
adjustment." He says this was a function of
the rapid growth of the earlier 1980s. "Growth
in the 1980s was startling because it was so
fast," he says. “I think the distribution system
couldn’t support the influx, so it may have
been a case of indigestion.”
Weinberg believes that we now may be in
one of these periodic lulls, at the very least.
"Unless someone pulls a rabbit out of a hat,
next year will be a line extended to 2005."
“We may be seeing another adjustment,”
he continues. “There is no way of knowing,
but I think the market has to take a breather.”

care if it comes from New Jersey or New
Hampshire. Now the same will be said of
countries. You don't care where your Heineken
comes from, as long as it is Heineken."
Some license brewing arrangements have
been tried in the past. One for example,
involved the license production of
Castlemaine XXX , an Australian beer, by
Coors Brewing Co. It wasn't a big success, but
Weinberg is unmoved. "That didn't work out
well," he says, "very true. But Coors has
domestic products that haven't worked out too
well either."
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Imports and domestic
specialty beers

Nonetheless, Mr. Weinberg believes that
this flagging beast can be revived.
“I don’t think that the market will be able
to replicate the things that happened in the late
1990s through 2001,” Weinberg says. “But I
think that what will come after this is new
products. An increasing share of the total will
involve the creation of new products.”
These new products could be imports, or
brands that look like imports. “This fits in
with the internationalization of the industry,”
Weinberg says. “I think we will see new
imports per se, but this could involve U.S.
manufacture of imported brands. Domestic
producers could develop alliances with offshore brewers, for example. I think we're
going to see a new kind of high-end product,
either a genuine license-brewed product or
products with ersatz labels. Beers that look
like they were made abroad, but which are
actually made in the United States."
Most current imports are the genuine article, but some pragmatic brewers have been
making other sourcing arrangements. "We
have had German and Danish labels made in
Canada," Weinberg says, "and we have
Japanese beer that is made in Los Angeles.
This is not sinister."
As Weinberg notes, pragmatic sourcing
make eminent sense, since beer is hard to ship.
"Beer is quite heavy relative to market value," he
says. "This should discourage long shipment."
However, the U.S. is a singular market in
this respect. U.S. beer exports have steadily
declined in recent years, and U.S. brewers
have secured license brewing partners abroad.

Most international brewers have always done
it that way. "We have Heineken shipping beer
to the U.S. from Holland,:" Weinberg says,
"but of course for other markets, that company makes beer all over the world."
Importers have always spoken of "authenticity" as the underpinning of the U.S. import
market. According to the "authenticity" doctrine, U.S. consumers are seeking products
that are made in the brand's home country,
and home brewery. But Mr. Weinberg is not
so sure. "`Authenticity?'" Weinberg asks.
"What does that mean? I think pride comes
into play. I used to say, ‘your beer is not buying you a trip to Europe, why should you but
your beer a trip to the U.S.?"
Weinberg thinks that some U.S. brewer
could successfully produce an import under
license. "A guy like Jim Koch could brew just
about any beer in the U.S., and make it taste
and look so close to an import that almost no
one could tell the difference."
So in the future, imports may not be
imports. "You will have beers that are continental beers, or beers that have an offshore
cachet," Weinberg says. "But they will be
brewed here. Currently, you have a lot of brand
strategy in the hands of marketing people.
They have placed an aura around these brands,
but these are skilled marketing people. They
can develop a story for these brands, say `this
beer has been brewed since 1430, and now we
combine that heritage plus 2004 technology."
As Weinberg points out, "You don't care
what A-B brewery your Budweiser comes
from, as long as it is Budweiser. You don't

Imports are often considered to be direct competitors with domestic specialty beers, but
Weinberg says the picture is more complex.
"I'm no longer sure what an import is," he
says. "Are Mexican and Canadian beers
imports? In some sense, they are actually
replacements for domestic super premiums,
which fell into decline.”
The beers that Mr. Weinberg calls the “flavor”
beers, products like Guinness Stout, are competitive with the craft beers.
"I wondered how imports compared to
domestic specialties so I made up some
charts," he says. "If you look at [chart 2] you
see the largest of the imports, Mexico, above
10 million, with the largest of the craft brewers, Boston Beer, just above one million. What
is interesting is that domestic specialty players
of the same rank in their respective segments
uniformly fall below the imports. I think it is
clear that the large importing countries/companies have greater resources than any one
domestic specialty player. Imports can run
with the ball much better.”
And what is next for imports? “They may
grow proportional to industry growth for
awhile,” Mr Weinberg says. “If you look at
long-term growth, it tended to be orderly. If
there is enthusiasm, it takes awhile to adjust.
If you look over time, you see a surge, then
ordinary growth, and then another surge.
Brewers can be constrained by capacity. But
the importers will be constrained, not by production capacity, but by distribution capacity.”
Weinberg says the 2004 numbers seem to
bear this out. “Growth is flattening out in
orderly way,” he says. “Could you have
adjustment? Structurally you could. If the low
carb revolution continues, this could effect
the edges of the import market. But I think it
appears orderly, and the future success will
uniquely depend on the distribution system as
much as the products themselves.” ■
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